
Trip Card # 031
Cornwallis to Whatipu

Please note; 
Every care has been taken to ensure the information contained in this Trip Card is correct at the time of publication, but things change and you will need to confirm the information provided.  You will also 
need to get further information to ensure a safe trip, this will include an up to date, relevant weather forecast and the ability to understand its implications for the area and talking to locals in the area to 
garner new information on any hazards in the area. It is also expected that an appropriate level of knowledge, skills and equipment are required to safely complete the trip.  Please do not hesitate to contact 
us if you are unsure of any information or you find the Trip Card needs updating. Cheers Peter Townend,Yakity Yak Kayak Club. Updated: September 2016

Whatipu

Cornwallis to Whatipu

Route card No. 031   Skill level: Intermediate   Distance: 20 - 30 km     Chart: NZ4314    Tidal Port: Onehunga 
          
Start point:  Cornwallis Wharf      
Finish Point:  Cornwallis Wharf  
Emergency contact: VHF Channel 18 or PLB
Comms coverage: Mobile phone coverage is sketchy at times
Nowcasting:        Channel 79

Description: 
Get in at the Cornwallis Wharf. Reasonable 
parking available.
Land at Wonga Wonga Bay to the East of 
Paratutae Island.
If conditions suit, option B is to cross to the 
southern side of the harbour and paddle down 
that coast where it may be more sheltered 
depending on wind speed and direction.

Introduction: 
This is a trip for intermediate paddlers. It is not 
suitable for beginners.
The scenery is rugged as you paddle along the 
north side of the Manukau harbour.
Time your paddle to make the most of the tide - 
reaching Whatipu around low tide.

Camping Bird and wildlife  
watching

FishingToilets

Hazards:
There is a strong tidal flow around the • 
Cornwallis peninsula, and in some conditions 
the water can be very rough off the point.  At full 
flow it can be impossible to paddle against it.  
There is a lot of water moving through a narrow 
harbour entrance.  Stay close to shore to 
ensure that participants don’t get dragged out 
to the bar. 
Ensure participants have the required skills.
The bar at the entrance to the Manukau • 
Harbour is very dangerous.  Take care not to 
be carried onto it with the outgoing tide.   Know 
what the tides are doing during the time of the 
trip.


